East Lothian Hospitality and Tourism Academy takes flight

QMU celebrates first BAFTA winner

Commercial support helps red hot chilli Fifers

East Lothian Hospitality and Tourism Academy takes flight
I am delighted to be able to introduce our new look magazine, QMYOU. I am confident that this refreshed, modern look will help to convey a sense of what our University is all about - being distinctive, through providing socially and economically relevant teaching and research, which is responsive to the needs of society, and ultimately improves quality of life.

This issue of QMYOU offers a great insight into our work in the area of sustainable business. Our new East Lothian Hospitality and Tourism Academy (pages 16-17) helps to show how we are working to improve Scotland’s hospitality and tourism industry, a key economic priority area for the Scottish Government. This partnership project is also a good example of how education institutions can work together, and with other business partners, to create excellent learning and training opportunities for young people – an important step forward in our current economic climate. Our drive to be responsive to the changing needs of society can also be seen with the introduction of our condensed three year honours business degree, which we believe will be attractive to Scottish students who wish to graduate faster, and those from outside Scotland who wish to reduce their spend on tuition fees.

Over the last few months, QMU has been involved in a number of wonderful events. Most recently, both FEAST 2012, our joint student-led food festival with Jewel & Elk College, and our Albert Roux Dinner, have helped confirm the University’s commitment to Scotland’s food and drink industry. Both events have supported by some of Scotland’s finest chefs, have showcased the very best of Scotland’s produce and have provided outstanding hands-on learning opportunities for our students.

We have also been celebrating the talents of our media graduates and staff. Our graduate, Agata Jagodzinska’s short film won a BAFTA – an outstanding achievement, and Walid Salhab, a media lecturer, has had his short film shown at the Artisan Festival at Cannes.

We love hearing about our graduate successes and, if you are a QMU graduate, we invite you to keep in touch with our Development and Alumni Office. Tell us your news, share ideas and contacts, let us know how we can assist with your business needs and, above all, stay connected.

Professor Petra Wend, PhD, FRSA
Principal & Vice Chancellor
Queen Margaret University, Edinburgh

Principal’s Introduction

An extravagant array of costumes evocative of the style worn by the Russian nobility during the reign of Catherine the Great (1729 – 1796).

These beautifully detailed costumes were created by level 1, 2 and 3 Costume Design and Construction students in 2012 and showcased at The Albert Roux Dinner at QMU. (see page 8)
QMU wins outstanding leadership awards

N JUNE 2012, QMU’s management team was presented with the top accolade in the Times Higher Education Leadership and Management Awards. The Awards celebrate leadership, management, financial and business skills in UK higher education institutions. QMU is the first Scottish university to secure the top award.

Within three years QMU has been transformed from a university facing many challenges in terms of its financial strategy and organisational culture, to be recognised as having the best leadership and management in the UK university sector. At the London based ceremony, QMU was recognised for its clear decision-making and staff engagement which has been pivotal to its success in increasing student applications, student numbers, research and commercialisation success, and financial results.

Tell us what you want, what you really really want!

THERE’S NO BETTER WAY to find out what employers really want in a graduate than by involving them in a discussion about their experiences. That is the message of A Partner in an Edinburgh legal firm before her illness, Olivia now runs the charity ‘500 Miles’, which supports amputees in Malawi and Zambia by helping to buy and fit prostheses and orthoses. Her moving and inspirational speech described her illness and recovery. She described why, in many ways, she believes that her changed circumstances has transformed her life for the better and what her experience has taught her about the potential within all human beings. She said: “Being alive and receptive to the opportunities that present themselves in everyday life is the first step to finding the courage to grasp them and the stamina to deliver on them.”

Professor Petra Wend, QMU’s Principal, said: “Olivia’s personal journey and inspirational attitude clearly demonstrates how a traumatic life changing event could be turned into life enhancing experience. It was a privilege to learn how Olivia has used her personal experience and positive attitude as an opportunity to improve the quality of life of other people in similar circumstances in Malawi and Zambia.”

For further information about Olivia Giles and her charity ‘500 miles’ visit: www.500miles.co.uk

Health specialist contributes to health committee at Westminster

C ONGRATULATIONS TO JIM BUCHAID, Professor in Health Workforce Policy at QMU, who has been appointed as special adviser to the House of Commons Health Select Committee inquiry on NHS workforce planning. Professor Buchan’s role involves briefing the Committee on workforce policy and planning; assisting in the development of Committee briefs; preparing questions for the witnesses that are called by the Committee, including Health Ministers and Royal Colleges; and contributing to the final report.

QMU’s push on pedal power recently paid off with the award of ‘Cycle Friendly Employer’ from Cycling Scotland.

• On your bike: QMU’s push on pedal power recently paid off with the award of ‘Cycle Friendly Employer’ from Cycling Scotland.

• Eliminating stigma: QMU has signed the ‘Stigma Free Pact’ to help eliminate stigma and discrimination against those with mental ill health. In the 2013/14 year, QMU has made a public commitment to tackling the stigma experienced by people with mental health problems.

• The Olympics: Toby Harris, a 2nd year Podiatry student from Edinburgh was selected to be a Cross-Code Future Flame. Toby carried the Olympic flame on the 14th June through the village of Walkerburn on the Scottish Borders. James Austin, a final year health psychology student, competed in Judo in the Olympics.

Celebrating extraordinary people

T HIS YEAR’S EDINBURGH LECTURE series presented an outstanding opportunity for people to hear about the lives of individuals who have really achieved something remarkable. The theme of his year’s 20th annual Edinburgh Lecture series was ‘Extraordinary Feats: Extraordinary People’.

QMU was delighted to sponsor the lecture by Olivia Giles OBE. Olivia’s lecture, ‘The Power of Opportunity’ described her life-changing circumstances following the amputation of her lower arms and legs due to meningitis.

A partner in an Edinburgh legal firm before her illness, Olivia now runs the charity ‘500 Miles’, which supports amputees in Malawi and Zambia by helping to buy and fit prostheses and orthoses. Her moving and inspirational speech described her illness and recovery. She described why, in many ways, she believes that her changed circumstances has transformed her life for the better and what her experience has taught her about the potential within all human beings. She said: “Being alive and receptive to the opportunities that present themselves in everyday life is the first step to finding the courage to grasp them and the stamina to deliver on them.”

Professor Petra Wend, QMU’s Principal, said: “Olivia’s personal journey and inspirational attitude clearly demonstrates how a traumatic life changing event could be turned into life enhancing experience. It was a privilege to learn how Olivia has used her personal experience and positive attitude as an opportunity to improve the quality of life of other people in similar circumstances in Malawi and Zambia.”

For further information about Olivia Giles and her charity ‘500 Miles’ visit: www.500miles.co.uk

What the Uni Guides say:

• What the Uni Guides say: The Sunday Times Good University Guide 2012 stated that seven people chased every undergraduate place at QMU last year. Also, QMU moved up several places in the rankings in The Complete University Guide.

• A fishy tale: A QMU research project has encouraged nursery children to eat more oily fish as part of a balanced diet has inspired the production of a new recipe book which highlights the recipes and activities used during the project. ‘Simple Fishy Snack Recipes for Nursery Children’ is a collection of tried and tested recipes for fishy snacks. The book was launched at the Scottish Government Early Years Conference.
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The AlcoLoLs engage with Parliament

The AlcoLoLs is an extremely well conceived idea which has not only produced an extremely positive response from the young people involved, but which is now clearly capturing the attention of MSPs and other government officials.

The AlcoLoLs group developed from a Portobello High School project called ‘Peer Learning Through Dialogue: Young People and Alcohol’ and has been led by staff of QMU’s Centre for Dialogue. The project utilised a state-of-the-art engagement format to tap into young people’s knowledge, experiences and needs so that they could ‘co-design’ their own learning.

The starting point was to assume that any peer group of young people could generate a high level of relevant knowledge and develop sensible coping strategies to suit different personal journeys through alcohol and develop sensible coping strategies to suit different personal journeys through alcohol.

The team spent four months working with volunteers in a series of dialogue and deliberation meetings. Once the group had developed trust and confidence, it became clear that participants were shrewd observers of the inconsistencies of the world around them where alcohol is simultaneously glorified and vilified; friends looked out for one another in situations where alcohol could be a danger, and participants knew what would make a difference for them.

The ideas generated by the group are now being developed into a school-wide project led by participants of the dialogue group.

Professor Petra Wendt, Principal at QMU said: “The reception at Parliament was a great occasion. The AlcoLoLs is an extremely well conceived idea which has not only produced an extremely positive response from the young people involved, but which is now clearly capturing the attention of MSPs and other government officials. It is great to see the talents of young people being harnessed in this way. We are now hoping to secure funding which will allow this innovative learning project to be rolled out to more schools across Scotland.”

Find out more about QMU Centre For Dialogue and the AlcoLoLs project at: www.qmu.ac.uk/mpsm/CDef/AlcoLoLs.htm.

Roll out the red carpet: Agata wins at the BAFTAs

A graduate from QMU has been awarded a BAFTA. Agata Jagodzińska, who is originally from Poland, won an award for Best Writer at the BAFTA in Scotland New Talent Awards 2012. Her short film, ‘Secret of Confession’ was also nominated in the Best Short Film category at the BAFTA award ceremony in April.

Agata studied a BA (Hons) in Media at QMU. Her short film was produced as her final year dissertation project, it is the first QMU film ever to be shot in Poland and recorded in the Polish language. It is also the first QMU film to be nominated and awarded a BAFTA.

‘Secret of Confession’ highlights the generational conflict between the young and the elderly community in Poland. Many of Agata’s family members star in the film, with her grandmother playing the lead role.

Agata explains: “The film tells the story of a religious elderly woman who is constantly confronted by irresponsible youngsters. Disappointed by the general acceptance of pornography and contraception amongst the younger population, she decides to punish them for their promiscuous behaviour. But her extreme action results in a terrible outcome.”

Agata continued: “I wanted to use the film to bring to light some of the cultural issues which are currently affecting Polish society. I screened the film in my home town. It was such a thrill for everyone to see the residents of my small town up there on the big screen. None of them, including my gran, have ever acted before or been involved in any kind of film making, so it was a really big deal for everyone.”

At the award ceremony, Agata said: “When I first came to Scotland I never thought about making films. Now I can’t think about anything else. I would never have been able to make this film without the support of my lecturers at QMU – Walid Salhab and Graham Drysdale. I am extremely grateful to both of them.”

Jude MacLaverty, Director of BAFTA in Scotland said, “This is the first time that one of our student films has won a BAFTA, so this is a real coup for Agata. We often encourage our international students to shoot their films in their homeland. It helps them create a truly unique product.”

Walid Salhab, lecturer in film at QMU, said: “This is the first time that one of our student films has won a BAFTA, so this is a real coup for Agata. We often encourage our international students to shoot their films in their homeland. It helps them create a truly unique product with a distinctive look.”

When I first came to Scotland I never thought about making films. Now I can’t think about anything else.”
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Albert Roux Dinner HITS the mark

The Albert Roux Dinner raised £21,445 from the sale of tickets, the raffle and auctions. The money will be split equally between student projects at QMU and the Hospitality Industry Trust (HIT) Scotland.

One hundred guests were treated to a glittering formal black tie champagne reception and dinner hosted by the world renowned chef, Albert Roux OBE. The event, which was held at QMU in May, involved a galaxy of Scotland’s culinary stars from many of the country’s best restaurants, supported a number of QMU students.

The event, which was a celebration of both food and culture, showcased a number of the University’s specialist areas – Hospitality, costumes design & construction, film & media merged to create a dramatic and memorable occasion for all involved.

The second Albert Roux Dinner was supported by Andrew Fairlie (Restaurant Andrew Fairlie, Glenmorangie, Martin Wishart (Restaurant Martin Wishart, Edinburgh and Martin Wishart at Loch Lomond), Dominic Teasdale (Castle Terrace), Derek Johnstone (Chez Roux, Greywalls, Gullane), Brian Jack (Castle Terrace), Derek Johnstone (Restaurant Martin Wishart, Edinburgh and Martin Wishart at Loch Lomond), Martin Wishart at Loch Lomond), Andrew Fairlie (Restaurant Andrew Fairlie, Glenmorangie, Martin Wishart (Restaurant Martin Wishart, Edinburgh and Martin Wishart at Loch Lomond), Brian Jack (Castle Terrace), Derek Johnstone (Chez Roux, Greywalls, Gullane), Brian Maule (Brian Maule at Charmond d’Or, Glasgow) and Malcolm Webster (The Square at The Shenton).

Young chefs from these restaurants, assisted by QMU students, prepared, cooked and presented a wonderful meal using local Scottish produce. The food and wine was served by hospitality students who trained especially for the event.

The dinner differed from last year with emphasis on learning and networking opportunity not only provided an outstanding hands-on cookery at the two Michelin star Quality University of Management, QMU's partner institution in Scotland, HITS and QMU's partner institution in Scotland.

The event, which was a celebration of both food and culture, showcased a number of the University’s specialist areas – Hospitality, costumes design & construction, film & media merged to create a dramatic and memorable occasion for all involved.

Trevor Laffin pointed out: “We wish to recognise all our food producers, suppliers and wine merchants who have given so generously to this event, as well as Andrew Wilson Caterhire, Sterns for the beautiful flower arrangements, and Sound and Vision for the lighting.”

The fundraising auction created a real sense of excitement and concluded the evening in a frenzy of bidding. The winners were able to go home in the knowledge that their generous support had enabled QMU to offer a future extravagant gourmet experience. One of the most sought after prizes was “Le Gavroche Experience” – Albert and Michel Roux offered a week’s hands-on cookery at the two Michelin star Le Gavroche in London, concluding with dinner for the prize winner and partner – a once in a lifetime experience.

QMU would like to thank Albert Roux, Glen Watson and Steven Doherty who supervised the QMU kitchen at the event; and all of the chefs, producers, suppliers, guests, staff and students who contributed to the success of the evening.

Foodie favourite FEAST showcases the best of Scotland’s food and drink

They came from all over Scotland, the north of England and as far as Mumbai to take part. FEAST 2012, the student-led food festival, now in its third year, continues to draw an audience of staunch supporters and culinary experts from far and wide.

Celebrating Scottish regional food, FEAST once again provided a platform to showcase some of Scotland’s finest chefs. This year the event, which was held in April, was headed by Tony Brown, from the Plumed Horse in Leith. First timers at FEAST also included John Paul from the MacDonald Marine Hotel, North Berwick and Stuart Muir from the Forth Floor Restaurant, Harvey Nichols who complemented the chef demonstration line-up. Festival goers were also delighted that firm favourites Neil Forbes from Café St Honore and Derek Johnstone from Chez Roux, Greywalls returned to FEAST for a consecutive year to share their culinary expertise and enthusiasm for Scottish produce. And of course, no FEAST event would have been complete without a guest appearance from Yogen H Utekar, Yogesh, who is a Director at the ITM Institute of Management, QMU’s partner institution in Mumbai, travelled all the way from India to share some hot tips on Indian cooking with an enthusiastic audience.

With so many foodie activities to choose from, the only problem facing festival goers was how they were going to pack everything in. Student teams from QMU and Jewel & Esk College served up 20 mouth-watering dishes which represented the regions of Scotland. Visitors were invited to sample dishes such as “braised leg of Olorney lamb” and “Dubarbaas cheese soups” throughout the day. In addition, a range of top quality drinks producers held tutor-led tasting sessions of Edinburgh Gin, Thistle Coo’s beers, ales from Broughton Brewery, and wines and whiskies from Inverarity Vaults. But, there was more than a nip on offer. Producer tables groaned with everything from rare breed pork and beef to Asian haggis, and from sushi to cupcakes. Keit McDougall, a visitor who travelled from Carlisle for the first Nevada FEAST said: “This is the second year I’ve attended the festival and I wouldn’t miss it. The chef demonstrations were great, especially Neil Forbes who is so passionate about his ingredients and his support of local producers. I loved the Boooze Boutique and was delighted to take part in the excellent tutor-led wine tasting led by Inverarity Vaults. Also, the regional dishes included a selection of vegetarian dishes, so I felt very well catered for. I’ll definitely be back next year.”

Professor Alan Gilloran, Vice Principal of QMU, said: “Not only is FEAST great fun, it presents an outstanding learning opportunity for our hospitality and tourism students to work with, college chefs and learn about a wide range of Scottish produce. It also gives other students experience of event management.

“The event also draws a lot of public support and it’s great to see people from the local community and further afield enjoying the experience of event management.

Professor Alan Gilloran concluded: “Importantly, FEAST 2012 holds to highlight QMU’s commitment to food and drink, which is a priority area for the Scottish Government.”
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DANCE MOVEMENT PSYCHOTHERAPY students from QMU have been using their skills to enhance the lives of older people living in care homes.

“This innovative pilot project provided first year students on the master degree in Dance Movement Psychotherapy, an opportunity to remain active. They claimed: “I have no desire to lie back and do nothing.””

Dr. Karkou concluded: “The pilot project provided an opportunity to introduce the therapy to care home residents who previously had no experience of the type of therapy. Students and residents very quickly developed meaningful relationships. This allowed residents to explore their emotional difficulties through movement. The students were also able to make connections with other residents and staff by addressing issues around social isolation, loneliness, bereavement and loss, as well as joy.”

Dr. Karkou explained: “The pilot project significantly enhanced the student experience on the Masters programme and contributed to the on-going development of the course. The student work was well received by the residents who found the therapy to be beneficial.”

The research identified a huge unmet need, with few offenders receiving adequate help to improve their communication skills. There were very little speech and language support for young people prior to entering prison (pre-offending stage) or after leaving prison.

There was very little speech and language support for young people prior to entering prison (pre-offending stage) or after leaving prison.

Ann Clark, Senior Lecturer in Speech and Hearing Sciences at QMU, said: “Although the value of speech and language therapy is recognised in prisons, the system is lacking assistance for young offenders still living in the community – assistance which may help prevent individuals re-offending.

“So much more could be achieved within the criminal justice system but staffing levels are just not adequate”, said Ann. Currently there is only one dedicated speech and language service in Scotland’s criminal justice service, at HMYOI Polmont and HMP Comiston Vale, and this service is only available for 21 hours per week.

Dr. Karkou explained: “There is a need to educate people about what dance movement psychotherapy is and how it can support the emotional wellbeing of older people through non-verbal communication. The reactions of residents spoke volumes and it was rewarding for students and care home providers to witness the benefits of the student’s work.”

Heather Cooney, QMU student, explained: “At the beginning there was very little recognition of Dance Movement Psychotherapy students to improve their skills and learning, but also to ascertain what benefits residents received in terms of personal outcomes and improved quality of life.

Dr. Karkou concluded: “The pilot project significantly enhanced the student experience on the Masters programme and also confirmed QMU’s commitment to education for Scotland’s care home providers to witness the benefits of the student’s work.”
Scottish ‘hard man’ attitude still barrier to saving men from cancer

A RECENT UNIVERSITY STUDY has discovered that the ‘hard man’ attitude which remains prevalent in many Scottish communities is preventing men taking on board vital messages about male cancer risks.

The male cancer charity which commissioned the study, Cahonas Scotland, is calling time on complacency in dealing with the cancer message to men in all of Scotland’s communities. Based on the findings from the research, the charity is pushing for more male cancer awareness-raising campaigns which are specifically tailored to the cultural needs of different groups of men living in Scotland.

The study, carried out by QMU on behalf of Cahonas Scotland, focused on what Scottish men from specific communities actually knew about male cancer. Most of the men in the study had limited awareness about specifically male cancers, were reluctant to deal with concerns about male cancer, and would probably ignore symptoms and delay consulting with health professionals or seeking other forms of advice.

Focus groups were conducted with four groups of men in Scotland’s central belt, with care taken to include some groups which are particularly susceptible to male cancers specifically, with representation from groups and areas in Scotland with poor health generally:

- men over 40 years of age
- homeless men
- minority ethnic men
- men aged 18 – 25 years of age

John Hughes, a sociologist from QMU, explained: “Most of the men in the study felt uneasy about being open in relation to their feelings about health and wellbeing generally and male cancer specifically. This reluctance was explained within the context of a need to protect those closest to the participants (for example, partners, family and friends), as well as the need to maintain a strong sense of physical and emotional fortitude.”

Participants reported that if men are experiencing health-related problems, then they tend to ignore it, “laughing it off” or “kicking their concerns under the carpet”. Most of the participants felt that men in Scotland tended to take no action until their symptoms could no longer be easily ignored, rather than seeking information, talking to friends or family about their experiences, or seeking professional advice and treatment. John Hughes commented further: “Most of the men were uncertain about the range of cancers that affect men only, and one participant was surprised to hear that women cannot develop cancer of the prostate.”

John elaborated: “Typically, according to the men who participated in this study, men living in Scotland would encourage friends to have a laugh, a joke and a pint, rather than share their emotions or fears about the effects of male cancer with each other.”

Perhaps unsurprisingly, the participants in the study also confirmed that women were far more likely to seek help with health-related problems, and were far better at talking to their friends about their concerns, compared to Scottish men.

However, the study did show some hope to men from deprived areas about male cancers. Specifically amongst deprived communities, and help to turn around the story of the effects of living with and beating prostate cancer was enough to encourage every participant in this study to confirm that they would attend for prostate screening if they needed to.”

Martin Docherty from Cahonas Scotland said: “The study has presented us with extremely valuable information and confirms that much more specific work needs to be done to target and educate Scottish men from deprived areas about male cancers. There are still lots of barriers to be broken down, but what comes out loud and clear is that men can talk to one another about cancer but they require the right environment to be able to achieve this.”

The charity Cahonas Scotland developed from the recognition that although male cancer awareness has been slowly growing, there was no real Scottish focus.

Martin concluded: “This research emphasises the importance for our charity to work in partnership with other health organisations to raise the profile of male cancers, specifically amongst deprived communities, and help to turn around Scotland’s poor health record. We now know we need a much more targeted approach for certain communities in order to break down stigma and deal specifically with Scottish cultural attitudes that are preventing men understanding and dealing appropriately with male cancers.

“It is now our intention to further develop this pilot study into a larger piece of research work which ensures Scottish men are better equipped to deal with early signs of male cancers.”
IN COLLABORATION WITH NHS Greater Glasgow and Clyde and Macmillan Cancer Support, QMU is establishing the Scottish Macmillan Centre for Supported Self-Management. The £538k project, which will be the first of its kind, will train volunteers who have personal experience of battling cancer, to help others who are fighting the disease.

Health experts from QMU will provide the volunteers, known as the Macmillan Supporters, with formal training which will equip them to effectively support patients embarking on cancer treatment. In the initial pilot project, the Macmillan Supporters will provide patients with support on nutritional care with plans to extend training to other areas such as survivorship and rehabilitation, as well as guidance on going through radiotherapy and chemotherapy. Cancer patients would be matched with a volunteer who has experience of a similar type of cancer and is from a similar background.

The project fits well with much of QMU’s health research work which focuses on the effectiveness of patient-centred care and rehabilitation. This approach, which is now being more broadly embraced by the NHS, encourages and empowers patients to take more control of their treatment potentially freeing up staff time and resources to concentrate on the more complex cancer cases.

Rosemary Richardson, Honorary Professor of Dietetics at the School of Health Sciences at QMU, is leading the project. She explained: “Cancer is still one of Scotland’s biggest killers with 28,600 new cases each year. One in three Scots will be diagnosed with cancer in their lifetime, so it is essential that organisations work together to look at ways in which patients can be treated more successfully within the confines of limited financial resources. By training people to become accredited Macmillan Supporters, we can appropriately help cancer patients take control of their care.”

She continued: “The wonderful thing about this project is that it provides patients with the opportunity to speak to someone who has been there – someone who has gone through a similar experience. Sometimes, people appreciate having the chance to hear from someone who has had cancer themselves and learn how they tackled every day issues, rather than just speaking to medical experts. Having someone to confide in, on a more supportive and casual basis, can also help with feelings of isolation which can occur following a diagnosis of cancer.”

Professor Isobel Davidson, QMU’s principal investigator on the project, said: “Much of the research carried out at QMU is demonstrating that, with less severe cases, it is a positive and cost effective move for patients themselves to direct their own care while remaining in the community, rather than being in hospital. By providing access to a responsible and knowledgeable support network - the Macmillan Supporters – patients can be easily equipped with the information and support they need to manage their health and lifestyle. It puts them in the driving seat by providing a feeling of control. However, in order to achieve these outcomes, it is critical to ensure the quality of training provided to the volunteers.”

The University’s role in the project is to define the quality assurance mechanism for the Macmillan Supporters programme and deliver the training. The first model for development will focus on generic and nutrition training. This model can then be adopted in other related cancer areas such as concomitant radio/chemotherapy or vocational rehabilitation. The University team involved in the development of the training believes that there is significant potential for transferring this model to assist other groups of people suffering from long term conditions such as diabetes.

Alan Gilloran, Vice Principal (Academic) at QMU, concluded: “This is an excellent example of the relevance of QMU’s important work in the area of health and rehabilitation and our commitment to working on projects which make a real practical impact on people’s everyday lives.”

The facts:
- Normally volunteers must have gone through cancer treatment themselves.
- All volunteers will receive around eight hours of training from QMU.
- The majority of contact between the Macmillan Supporter and patient will be by phone.
- Personal contact is possible if both the patient and volunteer want to extend the support beyond a telephone conversation.
- The aim is for volunteers to share experiences in a helpful way, not to provide medical advice.

Formal training for volunteers to help cancer patients self-manage

QMU is involved in a ground-breaking partnership which will see people affected by cancer go through formal training to support other patients embarking on treatment.

"this project provides patients with the opportunity to speak to someone who has been there"
New Academy takes hospitality and tourism to a new level

Through the Academy, we will promote the attitude that service excellence is the only acceptable standard.

What do you want to be when you grow up? This is so often the question asked of youngsters. They might answer with “a doctor” or “a lawyer” but there are not many teenagers whose first choice is to be a chef, hotel events manager, or a restaurant or hotel manager.

We are delighted that the following hotel organisations will be partners in the Academy:

Three East Lothian high schools are involved. Pupils from Musselburgh Grammar School, Preston Lodge High School and Ross High School will compete for places in 2012 and teaching will take place at all of the partner institutions during the day, in the evenings and at weekends.

We are delighted that the following hotel organisations will be partners in the Academy:

Three East Lothian high schools are involved. Pupils from Musselburgh Grammar School, Preston Lodge High School and Ross High School will compete for places in 2012 and teaching will take place at all of the partner institutions during the day, in the evenings and at weekends.

What do you want to be when you grow up? This is so often the question asked of youngsters. They might answer with “a doctor” or “a lawyer” but there are not many teenagers whose first choice is to be a chef, hotel events manager, or a restaurant or hotel manager.

IN SOME AREAS OF SCOTLAND’S hospitality and tourism industry, standards are exceptional. However, sometimes we’re just not that good at it in Scotland. We often view jobs in hospitality and tourism as menial or stop-gap positions – something you do until you can find something better. Roles in these industries are rarely viewed as a first destination career choice for young, smart, aspiring teenagers.

But, that’s now changing. Queen Margaret University, Jewel & Esk College and East Lothian Council have joined forces to establish the East Lothian Hospitality and Tourism Academy which aims to raise the profile of the hospitality and tourism industries. The Academy will show young people, aged 14 – 18, the tremendous wealth of opportunities which exist within the industries by providing a range of education and work experience opportunities.

Professor Alan Gilloran, Vice Principal (Academic) at QMU, explained: “The Academy will provide young people with a unique opportunity to access academic knowledge and practical skills in ways that will equip them with the best chance of securing the best jobs. However, not only will the Academy help some young people secure a bright future, it will also assist in raising standards across Scotland’s hospitality and tourism industries.”

He continued: “Hospitality and tourism is a vital component of the Scottish economy. Scotland has great food, wonderful buildings, a stunning landscape and a rich cultural history, but often we fall down on our service delivery. If we want to be a world-class tourism destination, then we need to equip a new generation with the right skills and a fresh approach. Through the Academy, we will promote the attitude that service excellence is the only acceptable standard.”

Although entry to the Academy is competitive, it’s not just focused on high academic achievers. It also opens up a range of opportunities to a much wider group of talented young people.

Following appropriate completion of S6, pupils will then be able to progress to employment or into a programme of further or higher education.

Professor Gilloran concluded: “Scotland’s hospitality and tourism industries not only represent areas of economic growth, they are often Scotland’s shop window to the world which help attract other business opportunities. Scotland needs its talented young people to work in these industries and sell their country to our visitors. Our Academy will prepare them for this challenge.”

Three East Lothian high schools are involved. Pupils from Musselburgh Grammar School, Preston Lodge High School and Ross High School will compete for places in 2012 and teaching will take place at all of the partner institutions during the day, in the evenings and at weekends.

We are delighted that the following hotel organisations will be partners in the Academy:
Scotland’s first three-year honours business degree

Scotland’s first CONDENSED Business Management honours degree programme is now being offered by QMU. The move will appeal to money conscious and ambitious undergraduates capable of undertaking higher workloads. The three-year BA (Hons) degree will start in September 2012.

The course is open to all students and will be particularly attractive to Scottish students wishing to graduate faster and to those from outside Scotland who will save tuition fees.

Whilst accelerated business management degree programmes are available in other Scottish universities, usually through entry at year two, QMU’s three-year degree will provide a unique package enabling undergraduates to benefit from the full learning experience by joining the full cohort in year one. The three year degree will have higher admissions criteria than its four year counterpart which QMU will continue to offer. The fast track students will undertake additional credits in each academic year.

Commenting on the successful validation of the one-year honours degree QMU Principal, Professor Petra Wend, said: “This is a very exciting development that widens opportunities for students in an increasingly competitive business environment. Not only will they be able to enter the marketplace or take up postgraduate studies a year earlier, they will be able to enjoy the full student experience from day one instead of playing catch up which can happen for students joining accelerated courses in year two. There are also economic advantages. Importantly we have responded to demands for greater flexibility and options for learners outlined in the government’s post-16 education report.”

The three year programme will operate in tandem with the four year version and will adhere to the standard university academic calendar. Students will have a dedicated intensive longitudinal induction programme, dedicated student handbook, tutorials and course work as well as special events for the cohort each semester.

Leading the Scottish Family Business Survey 2012 at QMU are Dr Claire Seaman and Stuart Graham, Co-Directors of the University’s Scottish Family Business Association to investigate the importance of family businesses to the Scottish economy.

Stuart Graham commented: “The survey is the first of its kind to be undertaken in Scotland. We know that family businesses are the most prevalent form of enterprise in virtually all economies around the world. What we don’t know is the more detailed profile of such businesses within the majority of these economies, Scotland being a prime example. The survey will contribute towards gaining a more informed insight into Scotland’s family business sector.”

Scottish family businesses can range from the village based family grocery store, to companies with an international reach. There are also a vast number of agricultural land related businesses owned by families. These include food production, leisure developments, fruit farms, family adventure parks and sporting activities – all of which are vital to the development of tourism in Scotland.

Graham Storrie, Managing Director at Adam, commented: “Family firms account for up to 65% of businesses in the UK, and provide two out of every five jobs within the private sector. They also contribute up to a quarter of GDP and are vital to the success of Scotland’s economy, entering each of our lives far more than we realise, from the wine we drink, the food we eat and the cars we drive. Yet even today, much of their work goes largely unrecognised by society and they get very little help with tackling the unique challenges they face in areas such as business succession. A large number of our clients are from this sector and so it’s essential that we fully understand their needs to ensure we can provide appropriate advice and support in a relevant and personal way.”
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Graham Storrie, Managing Director at Adam, commented: “Family businesses account for up to 65% of businesses in the UK, and provide two out of every five jobs within the private sector. They also contribute up to a quarter of GDP and are vital to the success of Scotland’s economy, entering each of our lives far more than we realise, from the wine we drink, the food we eat and the cars we drive. Yet even today, much of their work goes largely unrecognised by society and they get very little help with tackling the unique challenges they face in areas such as business succession. A large number of our clients are from this sector and so it’s essential that we fully understand their needs to ensure we can provide appropriate advice and support in a relevant and personal way.”
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With support from a university business development manager and academic and research experts, coupled with high tech laboratory facilities, QMU can assist companies with many of their business development requirements.

“Often, the kind of knowledge and facilities that exist within the University are just not available within a small company. It’s really important for the Scottish economy that small and medium sized companies (SMEs) begin to tap into university resources. QMU can offer a broad spectrum of support to food businesses from product development and analysis, and detailed information about the effects of food on health indicators such as blood pressure, through to food and drink marketing strategies.”

Researchers at the University will be assisting Chillilicious with the development of their chilli food product range. Sheena explained: “QMU will be conducting nutritional analysis of the company’s existing product range. We will also be running focus groups with the aim of gaining valuable information which will help to inform the development of the company’s future product line.

To fund this work, Chillilicious was awarded an innovation voucher from Scottish Funding Council via Interface, the Higher Education sector’s knowledge connection service for business, to the tune of £4760. This will pay for the research and development work undertaken by the University’s experts.

Sheena Devlin, Innovation Manager at QMU, said: “In this current climate, entrepreneurs need all the specialist help they can get to develop their ideas into sustainable businesses. Many companies are unaware that a wealth of expertise exists within Scottish universities. But with the right academic, research and business support, universities can help young companies achieve their business goals.”

She continued: “As specialists in food, nutrition, and nutritional analysis, QMU is well equipped to provide vital support to small and medium sized companies within the food and drink sector.”

As specialists in food, nutrition, and nutritional analysis, QMU is well equipped to provide vital support to small and medium sized companies within the food and drink sector.

THE KINGDOM OF FIFE is soon to turn into a hot-bed for chilli growers as an enterprising company uses university expertise to develop a chilli farm and a range of gourmet chilli products.

Chillilicious, a mother and daughter partnership, aims to establish a fully functioning chilli farm in the village of Ceres, which has the capacity to produce an exciting line of delicious chilli based foods.

Nicknamed the ‘chilli bitches’, mum, Patricia Galfskiy, and daughter, Stacey, set up Chillilicious in December 2010. Over the last year, the two chilli lovers have been juggling their own full-time jobs whilst also creating their unique fusion of chilli food and art. Having developed a small specialist selection of high quality chilli chutneys and oatcakes, they have been combining their food range with an innovative and practical line of fused glass chilli themed art for use around the house.

Currently Chillilicious operates as a sole trader, but the mother and daughter combo is determined to establish their chilli business as a fully registered company selling an exciting range of fiery gourmet products sure to delight chilli fans across Scotland. However, just like any young company, they need the right help to further expand their business.

Sheena Devlin, Innovation Manager at QMU, said: “In this current climate, entrepreneurs need all the specialist help they can get to develop their ideas into sustainable businesses. Many companies are unaware that a wealth of expertise exists within Scottish universities. But with the right academic, research and business support, universities can help young companies achieve their business goals.”

She continued: “As specialists in food, nutrition, and nutritional analysis, QMU is well equipped to provide vital support to small and medium sized companies within the food and drink sector.”

As specialists in food, nutrition, and nutritional analysis, QMU is well equipped to provide vital support to small and medium sized companies within the food and drink sector.

To fund this work, Chillilicious was awarded an innovation voucher from Scottish Funding Council via Interface, the Higher Education sector’s knowledge connection service for business, to the tune of £4760. This will pay for the research and development work undertaken by the University’s experts.

Stacey Galfskiy, who currently also works as an artist, is keen to promote the benefits of using university expertise. She said: “It’s really challenging to get a new company off the ground when you have your foot in two camps – working at your current job whilst also trying to build a new business. You can’t be an expert in everything and there is so much to get to grips with when trying to grow a business. We were delighted to be matched with Queen Margaret University and to find out that specialist help and funding are available to support small business development. We are really excited about both working with the Queen Margaret team and about the next stage in development of our unique business.”

You can find out more about the foodie delights produced by Chillilicious by visiting www.chillilicious.co.uk/. Or you can sample their wares at many of Fife’s festivals scheduled to take place during 2012. You can find out more about QMU’s commercial support at www.qmu.ac.uk/ and about innovation vouchers and other funding schemes at www.interface-online.org.uk.
Denise Munro has lived with rheumatoid arthritis from birth. Her story has not only helped other people living with the condition to cope with their day-to-day tasks, her involvement with the charity has already resulted in £36,000 worth of donations via the direct mail campaign which she features in.

Denise is not only using her personal experience of the auto-immune disease to help support people across the UK, she is utilising the skills learned on her PR degree to ensure her PR degree to ensure health messages are being communicated effectively.

Profusely affected by her experiences of medical treatment and her school life, Denise always felt different. She explained: “Sometimes I would be unable to walk – it might last all day or even a week – and no-one really understood. I was terrified of my illness. My memories of hospital treatment during childhood are still my nightmares.”

Aged 16 years, Denise ran away from home. She spent eight painful years hiding away so no-one could see what her arthritis was doing to her.

Denise said: “I did everything I could to avoid medication. I hid it from friends, family and employers. It took me until I got back into education before I felt ready to speak about it. It wasn’t until I came into contact with Arthritis Care’s Joint Potential Project that I discovered I wasn’t the only young person trying to work out how to live with arthritis.”

Volunteering for Arthritis Care in Scotland has become a big part of Denise’s life both personally and professionally. She began applying the knowledge that she was learning from her PR degree to develop effective communication materials for the charity.

Denise explained: “In November, Arthritis Care in Scotland launched a new peer-to-peer support website at the Scottish Parliament. I was responsible for interviewing Nicola Sturgeon, Scotland’s Health Minister. It was a great learning experience in terms of producing relevant questions, filming the event and the time management of every last detail.”

Denise has also created a video blog where she shares her experiences of living with arthritis. Effectively, this work has kick-started her career in the communications industry, with the charity now relying on her story and skills to communicate valuable information.

Denise confirmed: “Having the opportunity to dovetail my academic work with live projects which positively impact on other people’s lives has been a life changing experience. Not only is my work with Arthritis Care helping me develop practical PR skills, it’s allowing me to grow as a person and support other young people. I now feel more confident and excited about my future.”

Ann Turner, Programme Leader for the BA (Hons) Public Relations and Media, said: “Applying theory to practice is a keystone of the PR and Media programme and the industry experience is essential to help prepare students for careers in public relations.”

Denise’s story was highlighted in the Arthritis Care in Scotland direct mail campaign this spring.
**Development News**

**Singapore Events**

In early February QMU was given the opportunity to meet up with the Marketing Edinburgh sponsored Clipper Round the World 11-12 race. This gave us the chance to combine the trip with staff visits to the East Asia Institute of Management’s (EASB) partner in Singapore, through which QMU has a Singapore-based campus.

QMU was offered the chance of a corporate sailing trip as a kind of incentive to be active in raising the funds to support these trips herself – in fact visitors rarely leave without having purchased a set of cards, which depict various views of the campus, painted by Professor Wend, from which all proceeds go towards this worthwhile cause.

The Vice-Chancellor’s Fund was set up by Principal and Vice-Chancellor Professor Petrov Wend with the sole aim of supporting students who wish to take part in study or research abroad. Offering part-funding for student trips, the Fund has already supported 13 students over the last two years, with destinations as diverse as Finland, the USA, Australia and the Czech Republic. Professor Wend has been very active in raising the funds to support these trips herself – in fact visitors rarely leave without having purchased a set of cards, which depict various views of the campus, painted by Professor Wend, from which all proceeds go towards this worthwhile cause.

One of the students who was lucky enough to be funded through the 2011 round of awards was Sarah Sproule, a third year Speech and Language Therapy student. With the help of the VC’s Fund, Sarah was able to accept a placement in Brisbane, Australia, working alongside speech and language professionals in a completely different environment from that which she had experienced in the UK.

“The time I spent in Brisbane was a fantastic learning experience and I feel as though I developed both personally and professionally,” said Sarah.

“I spent 17 days working alongside several speech and language pathologists within many different school environments. I felt proud to have represented QMU in a new placement.”

**Investing in Student Development – How You Can Help**

Here at QMU we are committed to helping students get the most out of their time at University. One of the ways in which we do this is to run a number of student-centred charitable funds which improve the student experience in various ways. These funds are generously supported by alumni donations and without your support we would be unable to provide the kind of learning materials and experiences which enhance the student experience beyond the ordinary to the extraordinary. Details on how you can donate are below.

The Vice-Chancellor’s Fund – Broadening Students’ Horizons

The Vice-Chancellor’s Fund was set up by Principal and Vice-Chancellor Professor Petrov Wend with the sole aim of supporting students who wish to take part in study or research abroad. Offering part-funding for student trips, the Fund has already supported 13 students over the last two years, with destinations as diverse as Finland, the USA, Australia and the Czech Republic. Professor Wend has been very active in raising the funds to support these trips herself – in fact visitors rarely leave without having purchased a set of cards, which depict various views of the campus, painted by Professor Wend, from which all proceeds go towards this worthwhile cause.

One of the students who was lucky enough to be funded through the 2011 round of awards was Sarah Sproule, a third year Speech and Language Therapy student. With the help of the VC’s Fund, Sarah was able to accept a placement in Brisbane, Australia, working alongside speech and language professionals in a completely different environment from that which she had experienced in the UK.

“The time I spent in Brisbane was a fantastic learning experience and I feel as though I developed both personally and professionally,” said Sarah.

“I spent 17 days working alongside several speech and language pathologists within many different school environments. I felt proud to have represented QMU in a new placement.”

**LRC Book Fund Fund – Broadening the Learning Experience**

The Library Resource Centre (LRC) Book Fund, which is administered by LRC staff, offers graduates and their families the opportunity to support the learning of current students by helping to purchase new books and electronic resources. You can target your gift towards a particular area of interest, or leave it up to the LRC staff to direct it towards the area of greatest need.

If you would like to donate to the LRC Book fund, donations can be made online at www.qmu.ac.uk/alumni_and_friends/LRCBookFund.htm.
JULY’S GRADUATION CEREMONY was buzzing with excitement this year as founding chancellor Sir Tom Farmer conferred honorary degrees on musical performer Susan Boyle; the eminent developmental psychologist Professor Colwyn Trevarthen; leading hotelier and hospitality industry champion Norman Springford and Professor Ian Percy CBE, former chair of QMU’s board of governors. Susan Boyle, who once studied towards a Certificate of Higher Education for Carers at QMU, was recognised for her contribution to the creative industries. Colwyn Trevarthen, who has published over 200 articles and chapters on brain development, infant communication and child learning, and emotional health, received an honorary doctorate for his services to education. Norman Springford, owner of Apex Hotel group, was honoured for his significant services to the hospitality industry and Professor Ian Percy for his contribution to public service and his six year tenure as Chair of QMU’s Governing Body.

Professor Wend said: “Each honorary graduate was recognised for the relevance of their work to society at large reflecting the university’s own commitment to enhancing lives in the communities it serves.”

Reunions - Stay Connected

Are you one of our lost alumni?
We have a number of reunions coming up in 2012/13. We would love to hear from you if you were part of any of those cohorts, or if you know someone who was.

40 Years of Nursing at QMU

The predecessor to our current nursing programmes, the Diploma in Life Sciences, was started at Queen Margaret College in 1972. If you studied on the Diploma between 1972 and 1994 we would love to hear from you.

30 Years of Graduate Nursing at QMU (BA Nursing Studies, BA (Hons) Nursing Studies, BSc (Hons) Nursing)

The first graduates of the BA in Nursing Studies completed in 1983 and the BA (Hons) Nursing Studies in 1993. If you were part of this first cohort, or of any of our subsequent nursing cohorts, we would be interested in attending a celebration event in summer 2013, then please get in touch.

HND in Institutional Management, 1974 to 1977, 35 Year Reunion

The graduating class of 1977 would like to host a reunion of the HND in Institutional Management class, if you graduated in that year, don’t miss out.

Contact us
If you would like to contact us about any of these reunions please let us know your name, programme and year of graduation at E: alumni@qmu.ac.uk
A LECTURER FROM QMU has won a prestigious short film award and has had his film screened at Cannes.

Walid Salhab, Lecturer in Media Practice, has just gained a Best Short award in the prestigious “Best Shorts Competition” based in California. His film was then premiered at the Artisan Festival International (World Cinema Festival) at the Festival de Cannes. In August, it will also be screened in The Hamptons, New York.

Walid’s film ‘Bra-et Al Rouh’ (Innocence of the Spirit) raises awareness of Palestinian refugees by using the theme of homelessness. This theme highlights the parallels between the Middle East and Western people in a way that refrains from being politicised.

Walid Salhab talks about the film: “It’s a low budget film which I shot during Edinburgh’s International Festival, using the festival acts as a background for the story. My filmmaking is the basis for my own going research. It allows me to explore the use of new technology in filming and editing techniques which I can then feedback into my teaching.”

The film’s main star is a six year old Palestinian girl and it is through her eyes that the story unfolds. The girl is drawn to help a man on the street who is deep in despair. By showing him a small act of kindness, life seems all the brighter. His life now has new hope.

Walid said: “It’s amazing that a short film which cost literally nothing to make, seems to be gaining recognition world-wide. It’s a great success story for the University - the crew was mainly made up of QMU film graduates. Also, the music running throughout the film was gifted by singer, Marie Campbell, who continues to be a great friend to QMU.”

Walid concluded: “It’s going to be a very busy summer. I anticipate having more scope and significant benefits to future QMU film and media students.”

In a letter to Walid which confirmed his success in the Best Short Competition, Thomas Baker, the Competition’s Chairperson, said: “You can be justifiably proud of winning Best Shorts honors. The judging standards are high and winning means the craft and creativity exhibited by your entry is outstanding and stands above other productions.”

The project looks at compliance with a gluten-free diet and health-related quality of life of teenagers in Scotland.

The aim of the event, which took place in May, was to help teenagers who had recently been diagnosed with the condition. Youngsters had the opportunity to share ideas and develop practical skills in preparing gluten-free dishes to help them with day-to-day dietary compliance.

The event involved QMU’s nutrition and dietetics researchers, medical and dietetic clinicians from the Royal Hospital for Sick Children (RHSC), the charity Coeliac UK and Genius, specialist producers of gluten-free foods.

Dr Elaine Bannerman, Senior Lecturer in Nutrition and Dietetics at QMU, explained: “A diagnosis of coeliac disease means significant changes have to be made to the diet. Very quickly people need to adapt what they eat to be gluten-free. This includes being able to identify gluten-free products to buy (natural and specialist), close scrutiny of food labels and consideration to the way food is prepared to prevent cross-contamination. Learning to prepare and cook meals from scratch, which are gluten-free, gives more scope and choice within the diet. This event presented an excellent opportunity for young people to develop fundamental life skills, to access expert advice and meet peers with coeliac disease.”

Lucinda Bruce-Gardyne, Founder of Genius and a professionally-trained chef, demonstrated a number of basic gluten-free recipes which involved a range of different food preparation skills. These included tomato and cheese sauces, meatballs, fishcakes and a cake, all of which could be adapted to create different meals. Following the inspiring demonstrations, the teenagers then went on to bake their own gluten-free cake. Participants also had the chance to ask questions of the specialists from RHSC and Coeliac UK.

This event links closely with current research being carried out by Dr Elaine Bannerman and Lois White, registered nutritionist and QMU PhD student, in collaboration with Dr Peter Gillett of RHSC. The project looks at compliance with a gluten-free diet and health-related quality of life of teenagers in Scotland.

DATES for your diary

Event: Undergraduate Open Days
When: Thursday 6th September and Saturday 6th October 2012
Time: 11am – 3pm
Where: QMU, Queen Margaret University Drive, Musselburgh, East Lothian, EH21 6UU

Event: Postgraduate Open Evenings
When: Wednesday 28th November 2012 and Wednesday 24th April 2013
Time: 5.30pm – 7.30pm
Where: QMU, Queen Margaret University Drive, Musselburgh, East Lothian, EH21 6UU